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A THEMATIC STUDY OF DORIS LESSING' S CHILDREN OF VIOLENCE 
ABSTRACT 
Doris Lessing's five volume series, Children of Violence (Hartha 
Q.uest, A Proper Marriage, A Ripple £!:2!:!! the Storm, Landlocked, The 
Four-Gated f!!y), has the thematic intention of demonstrating the 
individual's relationship to the collective. Plot, character, imagery, 
and style--all aspects of the novels--prove this contention. 
The overall plot structure of the series is dominated by the 
thematic intention. Martha Quest, the heroine, is dominated by the 
collective reality of capitalism in the first two novels. This domination 
is represented by her first marriage to a civil servant in Zambesia (a 
country in South Africa), Douglas Knowell. In the following two novels, 
Martha is dominated by the Communist dream, represented again by marriage, 
this time to a Corrmunist enemy alien, Anton Hesse. In the final volume 
of the series, Martha is capable of transcending such distorting 
submission to collective attitudes and finally becomes herself, able 
to live a life in which she does not feel all split up. 
Characterization in Children of Violence also evidences thematic 
intention. Martha herself is exposed to the raging forces of the 
collective, but she has the ability to transcend these forces and 
consequently stand in a new relationshio to society. Virtually all 
the major characters of the series can be viewed in the context of their 
relationship to the collective. Douglas Knowell, for example, displays 
the self-pity and sentimentality that characterizes the fascist, 
racist Zambesian society. Anton Hesse has the dryness and impersonality 
that represents life in a collective, bureaucratic society. Martha's 
parents are portrayed as victims of World War I; her lover, Thomas 
Stern, is a victim of the cruelty of World War II. 
Imagery, also, supports the theme. The symbol of the ideal 
city is carried on throughout the series and accretes both individual 
and collective meanings. 
imagistically with ants. 
The opposite of the dream is expressed 
Although these two images do not exhaust 
the imagery in the novels, they indicate the importance of the theme. 
Finally, the style of the series contributes to the thematic 
intention. Mrs. Lessing's point of view is mainly limited to Martha's 
perception of the world, but this limitation is balanced by a moral 
center of the novels that includes all of humanity--for the most part, 
still poorly fed, clothed, and housed. 
The implicit attitude of Mrs. Lessing is that unless an individual 
can free himself from seeing only the partial view of life that any 
society offers to its members, he will live his life in alienation. 
But if an individual can go beyond the partial view society offers, 
he can become, through his effort of imagination, a genuine person. 
Diane Sherwood Smith 
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The year: 1919; the place: Kermanshah, Persia. Doris 
Taylor Lessing was born into a world cold with the hatred and 
violence of world War I, the "Great Unmentionable, 111 as her 
father Alfred Cook Taylor would call it. He had already lost 
a leg at mid-thigh and suffered through shell-shock from that 
war he sincerely thought would end all wars. "And he was never 
able to reconcile his belief in his country with his anger at 
the cynicism of its leaders. And the anger, the sense of be-
trayal, strengthened steadily as he grew old and ill. 112 Need-
ing more room and tired of his colonial bank job, Mr. Taylor 
moved his wife Emily McVeagh (his nurse after the War and, as 
it turned out, for life) and his family to a farm in Southern 
Rhodesia when Doris Taylor was five. 
About Africa, Mrs. Lessing says: "That is not a place 
to visit unless one chooses to be an exile ever afterwards 
from an inexplicable majestic silence lying just over the 
1Doris Lessing, "All Seething Underneath," Vogue 
(February 15, 1964), p. 80. 
2 Ibid. I p. 81. 
1 
2 
border of memory or of thought. Africa gives you the knowledge 
that man is a small creature, among other creatures, in a large 
., l landscape. 
But Southern Rhodesia also exposed Mrs. Lessing to one 
of man's great crimes against his fellow man: racism. Her 
father's native workers made the pitiable sum of twelve shil-
lings a month2 and lived lives of poverty and enslavement, all 
because white people can not make the effort of imagination 
necessary to see themselves in everyone. Or, as Mrs. Lessing 
phrases it: 
And while the cruelties of the white man towards the 
black man are among the heaviest counts in the indictment 
against humanity, colour prejudice is not our original 
fault, but only one aspect of the atrophy of the imagina-
tion that prevents us from seeing ourselves in every 
creature that breathes under the sun.3 
Apparently school did not teach her what she felt she 
had to learn, for she left it forever at the age of fourteen. 
Since then, she held various jobs: married twice and had three 
children, and left for England in 1949. There, she became a 
member of the Communist Party, to which she had been emotionally 
committed since 1942,4 but left in the late fifties. From 
1Preface to African Stories (New York: Simon & Shuster, 
1951), p. 6. 
2Roy Newquist, ed., Counterpoint (Chicago: Rand 
McNally & co., 1964), p. 422. 
3African Stories, p. 6. 
4ooris Lessing, "A Small Personal Voice," in Declara-
tion, ed. by Tom Maschler (London: MacGibbon and Kee, 1957), p. 26. 
3 
these talking shops of socialism and her wide reading, includ-
ing her favorites--Balzac, Stendhal, Tolstoy--she received her 
real education. 
The aspects of life that Mrs. Lessing writes about in 
her novels are all there in her background: war, racism, 
sexuality and marriage, left wing politics; but it would be a 
grave mistake to elevate this subject matter to the level of 
theme in any of her works because she has stated that her theme 
is steady and coherent. The theme of all her works, as she has 
stated, is her fight against putting things into compartments. 
"Everything is related to everything else," Mrs. Lessing has 
said. 1 Perhaps this awareness of man's compartmentalization 
comes, almost instinctively, from her early experiences with 
the land of Africa and its all-encompassing and uninterrupted 
sky. This landscape may have given her an over-all perspective 
of man. His individual place is a small one in a universe 
whose immensity we are just beginning to let seep into ou~ 
tiny minds. 
Apart from short stories, biographic narrative, and 
plays, Mrs. Lessing has written three full-length novels, not 
including the five novels that comprise her Children of Violence 
series. Her first published work, a novel, The Grass is Singing, 
11n an interview with Studs Terkel, May, 1969. 
4 
came out in 1950. It is a dissection of what happens to a 
white woman, Mary Turner, whose life on an African farm 
forces her into accepting quite unconsciously the white su-
premist ethic. Emotionally estranged from her husband and 
living miles from the nearest neighbors in impoverished con-
ditions that offer little escape, Mary turns more and more 
frequently for companionship to her native servant, Moses, but 
her inability to see him as a human being turns to tragedy, 
ending in both their deaths. Such an inability to face life--
that is, to recognize part of ourselves in all human beings--
is costly. In this novel racism is viewed as a debilitat-
ing compartmentalization of the mind that takes away Mary's 
mind and ultimately her life, and it leaves society paralyzed 
with an irrational fear and paranoia. What man will refuse 
to face consciously will haunt his unconscious, leaving him 
exiled from a land of joy and freedom, man's rightful domain. 
Mrs. Lessing's next novel, Retreat to Innocence (1956), 
deals with another kind of refusal to face life as a whole. 
Young Julia Barr, well placed in English society, accidentally 
meets Jan Brod, a Czechoslovakian Communist with a background 
of violence, suffering, and lifelong dedication to the Party. 
Julia has an opportunity through this affair to learn that 
life deals out to mankind more than well-fed comfort, but the 
harsh lessons implicit in Jan's life are too much for her. 
5 
she retreats back into her safe, narrow world and marries a 
young man on his way up. Of this novel Mrs. Lessing has said, 
"'The reason why I don't like Retreat is because I think a good 
many very serious questions were far too easily, lightly treated. 111 
Although it is flawed by a heavy didacticism that is absent from 
her later novels, still, Retreat to Innocence continues Mrs. 
Lessing's basic concern: how man cripples himself by com-
partmentalizing his life and refusing to see it as a whole. 
The dangers of compartmentalization reach an intense 
crack-up in the life of Anna Wulf, who says to her friend Molly 
at the opening of The Golden Notebook (1965): "The point is, 
that as far as I can see, everything is cracking up. 112 
Through an intense affair with Saul Green, an American writer, 
Anna goes through the depths of disintegration, but she is 
able at least at the novel's end to combine a number of note-
books she has written into one golden notebook and start func-
tioning again because her daughter is returning home from school 
on holiday. The novel, however, does not offer a complete 
analysis of how man can become integrated and refuse the 
11n a private letter to Father Alfred Carey, March 10, 
1965. 
2 Mrs. Lessing in an interview with Jonah Raskin (Jonah 
Raskin, "Doris Lessing at Stony Brook," New American Review, 
Number 8 [Signet Books: New York, 1970], p. 170) makes this 
point. 































































































































































































































































































